Boris’s masterstroke? The
demise of the Tory UltraRemainers
A year on since Anna Soubry, Heidi Allen and Sarah Wollaston
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Yet, the trickle of defections was actually surprisingly slow
after the much-hyped Soubry-Allen-Wollaston triple defection
to TIG. Nick Boles crossed the floor a few weeks later on
April Fools’ Day, but without joining any party. There was
then a gap of several months (and a change of prime minister)
until another vocal ultra-Remainer, Dr Philip Lee, crossed the
floor on 14 August, joining the Lib Dems.
The real catalyst for change only came on 3 September, less
than six months ago. Twenty-one ultra-Remainer Conservative
rebels supported an emergency motion taking control of the
Commons timetable, to pass a bill blocking a no-deal Brexit on
31 October. It is a measure of the rebels’ political seniority
within the parliamentary party that only one of their number
(Antoinette Sandbach) had not previously held a frontbench
position. Johnson promptly responded by withdrawing the
Conservative whip from the 21.
Johnson’s (Cummings’?) decision was widely depicted at the
time as a heavy-handed, knee-jerk overreaction that would only
deepen the bitter divisions within the Conservative Party. But
with the benefit of hindsight, it is beginning to look like a
masterstroke. It cleared out the ‘big name’ ultra-Remainers:
those with a high media profile who could act as ringleaders
within the Conservative Party and carry others with them.
Perhaps the most significant departure from the Tory benches
was that of Philip Hammond, who as Chancellor in the May
administration ensured that HM Treasury continued its Project
Fear output (see for example its claim that no-deal would cut
UK GDP by 8%) and, according to numerous insider accounts,
used his control of the purse-strings to obstruct adequate
preparations for no-deal.
Amber Rudd was another highly significant departure. It is
easy now to forget that, back in autumn 2017 when there were
rumblings of a coup within the Conservative parliamentary
party to replace Theresa May, Rudd was the favourite to

replace her, not Boris Johnson.
The former Attorney General Dominic Grieve QC was a different
kind of threat. Grieve had masterminded many of Parliament’s
Brexit-blocking legal strategies in conjunction with senior
figures in other parties. He was a dangerous conduit between
the Tory ultra-Remainers and the other parliamentary parties,
making it easier for the former to seep from the side of
‘Government’ to ‘Parliament’ as the great Battle for Brexit
reached its climax in autumn 2019.
Ten of the rebels had the whip restored on 29 October
following ‘discussions between the chief whip and individual
MPs’ – as a Conservative spokesman tactfully put it. This
presumably involved the MPs giving some kind of undertaking

that they would not rebel again. Yet only four of the ten
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exist. Once the number of ultra-Remainers with the
Conservative Party lost critical mass, their dissolution was
quick and arguably inevitable.

